Smyly
[b]Boston, MA[/b]
Born in Boston, MA in a city called
Roslindale, he's Definitely not your
average rapper or performer. Smyly is the
newest member of Crime Rime. "Crime
Rime is an urban militia of rap talent, that
when combined with other affiliates are
known to be an unstoppable force, a
modern day melting pot of nationalities
that personifies the Streets".
Smyly the new and charismatic member
of the group from boston is hungry for
this music and confident without coming
off too cocky. He is also the commercial
multi-talented artist that can combine a
thousand styles and put into one song.
SMYLY {CRIME RIME} ~ HAS THE
"CHEVY'S RIDIN' HIGH" IN THE
DIRTY SOUTH! SMYLY'S NEW
SINGLE "FLOOD IT OUT" IS A
COMBINATION OF NORTH MEETS
SOUTH BY ADDIN' LIQUID FIRE TO
THAT DEEP SOUTH SOUND. for a
example his world-wide hit song "Nascar
Driver" where he combines hip-hop with
reggaeton.
Smyly aka Mr. Flooded Out A highly
energetic and charismatic emcee, Smyly
has established himself as one of the
premier artists in Boston. Featured in
magazine's such as "THE SOURCE
MAGAZINE" also as a funny host on
"TOUCH" 106.1 FM. I also went to
Berklee College of Music in 2002.
His single "Flood It Out" has been blazing
the airwaves, in the streets and it has
earned him the attention of industry
A&R's and DJ's across the country. With
the upcoming release of his highly
anticipated mixtape in collaboration with
GeorgYung, DIEGO A.K.A LARRY
BYRD, No-Chance, Ray Diamonds,
A.Reigns, SC The Movement, and
Mr.Funky Fresh entitled
"Smyly Meets The Muffin Man" and his
solo debut project "The Bakers Man"
which is a mixture of all genre into one

"Smyly Meets The Muffin Man" and his
solo debut project "The Bakers Man"
which is a mixture of all genre into one
mixtape, it's no wonder the emcee also
known as Mr. Flood It Out and has a
reason to smile. With a group coming
from so many different personalities and
nationalities, there is sure to be something
for everyone with every release he comes
at you with.
[b]
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"2012 HIP HOP ELECTIONS"
[i](the mixtape)[/i]
by SMYLY
Free Download Link:
[url]http://bit.ly/UjNaMH[/url]
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"SMYLY MEETS THE MUFFIN MAN"
[i](the mixtape)[/i]
by SMYLY
Free Download Link:
[url]http://tinyurl.com/27u686e[/url]
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"BOSTON'S MOST TALENTED"
[i](the ep)[/i]
by SMYLY
Free Download Link:
[url]http://tinyurl.com/24q5wnd[/url][/b]
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